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Credit Union Greatest Challenges
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338 RESPONSES 

21%   technology, digital transformation, keeping up, cost

12%   competition, fintechs/new entrants, banks

9%   regulatory/compliance, burden

9%   staffing, recruiting/retaining, right skills

Priorities for CCUA advocacy effort:

1. Open Banking/CDF – 25% (significantly more for PG1)

2. Regulatory Burden – 23% (significantly more for PG3)



CU Greatest Opportunities
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323 RESPONSES 

20%   credit union values, community/local, member focus

17%   technology/digital, transformation, new technology, leverage data

10%   increase membership, better relationships, new demographics

8%   system consolidation, mergers

7%   market share, increase CU share, growth



Plans for the Next Few Years

How does your credit union plan to evolve?
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26%   expanding tech offerings, using tech to enhance member experience

15%   mergers or partnering with other CUs

9%   adopting a community or niche focus

8%   staffing and training

8%   member experience, relationships and growth



59%   investment dollars for new technology 

49%   regulatory burden 

43%   statutory, regulatory and compliance hurdles 

41%   recruitment of skilled talent 

41%   new member attraction 

Major Barriers to be Faced
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up from 17% in 2018

significantly less so by PG1

significantly less so by PG1

significantly less so by PG1

Barriers to be faced in evolving so that your credit union can prosper and compete.

Consider:
Collaboration to build or invest in technology for the future may be the 
best way to stay relevant 



Collaboration via system-owned subsidiaries for specific purposes

Group purchasing arrangements

Collaboration with other credit unions through back-office operations 

Becoming a niche player by focusing on a specialized market or service 

Conventional merger with other credit unions/partnering with a fintech 

Strategic Operating Models
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41% adopted; 12% considering – PG1 significantly 
more

26% adopted; 18% considering – PG1 significantly 

less

21% adopted; 17% considering – PG2 and PG3 

more likely

24% adopted; 12% considering – PG3 significantly 

more

25% adopted or considering – PG1 significantly 

higher

Operating models already adopted or under consideration.



83%   will strengthen efforts to encourage members to adopt non-branch           interaction

82%   say they will need to reduce operating costs

82%   are optimistic that they will grow their business in the next few years

76%   will increase their investment in AI and data analytics

74%   feel the next few years will be a good time to attract new members

74%   say they will have to rethink the role of branches

Most Likely in the ‘Next Normal’
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higher in PG1;
lowest in PG3

Significantly
higher in PG1

97% in PG1;
55% in PG3

59% of PG1 say they will have
to close branches; only 18% of PG3



BOARDS NEED TO 
DISCUSS…..
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What is the Future Business Model?
 With technology being such a major factor, what is the strategy of your credit union in the 

future?  What is the value proposition for your members?

 Member habits have changed with COVID

 Open Banking / CDF coming.  Determine if this is a strategic play for your credit union, or if it will be a 

compliance standard with your data.  This is a long-term play but give it some thought well in advance.

 Almost all respondents agree that CUs must distinguish themselves from the banks, attract 

new/younger members, and increase “awareness” amongst the public

 Competition is no longer just banks, but big tech, social media, new entrants

 Merger?
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Where Can I Get More Information?

 Full presentation of the Pulse Forward Survey in November

 Thought Leadership Forums on key items

 Dec to March

 Competitive Intelligence research papers

 Ccua.com
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